
Jonathan Andrew <jonathan_andrew@ios.doi.gov>

From: Jonathan Andrew <jonathan_andrew@ios.doi.gov>
Sent: Wed Mar 08 2017 10:28:49 GMT-0700 (MST)
To: " " < @fws.gov>

CC:  < s@fws.gov>, 
< @fws.gov>

Subject: Re: Travel to S Texas March 14-16

Thanks for all this Bryan.  I'll relay what I know at the BMTF.   No final plans as yet on border
wall or fence.  People are speculating.  The Secretary has indicated we are to support the
border security mission so make sure you get any correspondence on this topic cleared up the
food chain.  
See you next week.  

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 8, 2017, at 12:13 PM,  < @fws.gov> wrote:

We have a couple of the RAID towers on LRGV authorized by Special Use Permit. 
These are portable version of the RVSS towers, maybe a little smaller.  We
authorized deployment of an Aerostat on one of our properties but the traffic
changed and they never followed through with the install.  Anyway, the towers and
aerostat significantly impact the traffic in areas where they are erected.  Still no word
on where possible border wall construction may occur next.  Is that information still
being worked out or do they already know but are not telling anyone?  The City
Manager of Roma, where we previously had a Visitor Center/site, before the budget
and subsequent staff reductions during the Obama Administration occurred,
contacted us today stating there is Border Fence planned along the Bluffs where we
have interpretive information and an overlook.  They called asking us to write a letter
opposing this.... from an EE or scientific standpoint-- which we probably cannot nor
should do, particularly until we know how many more LRGV lands will be impacted
by more fence.  If we do write a letter opposing any Border Fence segments, it will
probably be for impacts proposed on our fee owned lands, not City of Roma
property.

Rob and I did  a conference call with Space-X yesterday and subsequently provided
them with contact information with Ft.Brown Station of CBP (Boca Chica area
jurisdiction).  We are urging Space-X to reach out to CBP and coordinate area
surveillance needs they will have prior to future launches (now scheduled to begin
late 2018, early 2019) so that there is 24/7 eyes on the area, which will discourage
illegal traffic and enable FWS to close the area and evacuate the public prior to
launches efficiently.  Hoping to merry these two needs to minimize number of towers
needed by both entities if possible.  Actually, Rob and I support CBP towers in this
area if they can share the surveillance between CBP and Space-X ensuring the area
is human-free prior to launches.  The alternative is that a variety of law enforcement
entities will need to drive around or fly over the entire area to ensure no people are
hiding within the hearing and debris safety zones surround the rocket launches.  

Would be great if CBP would consider more surveillance equipment like the RVSS
towers or Aerostats in lieu of a physical barrier, like the fence/wall.  The surveillance
equipment has appeared to be much more effective at redirecting traffic out of areas
they are deployed.  
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Maybe we will learn something new at the BMTF.

See you next week!

On Wed, Mar 8, 2017 at 8:58 AM, Andrew, Jonathan
<jonathan_andrew@ios.doi.gov> wrote:

I'm trying to make arrangements for travel down next week.  Will make it to the BMTF on
Wednesday.  Not sure when I will get in on Tuesday or leave Thursday but can provide an update on
what is happening in here, new Secretary's guidance etc.  

If there is anything you all would want me to see that would be good also, RVSS towers, other issues
or projects?

-- 
Jon Andrew 
Interagency Borderlands Coordinator 
Office of the Secretary
Department of the Interior

202-208-7431
202-320-0718 (cell)

-- 

Lower Rio Grande Valley National Wildlife Refuge
3325 Green Jay Road
Alamo, Texas 78516
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